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Abstract – This paper presents a modelling study of a ball bearing dynamic behaviour with different de-
fects types, which is part of an investigation related to the modelling of machinery rotating components.
Our contribution in this work is a proposition of a five-degree of freedom model describing the nonlinear
dynamic behaviour of a ball bearing. The aim is a parametric formulation of the ball bearing stiffness which
allows the introduction of the defects characteristics. This approach is a result of an intrinsic structural
behaviour making it different from methods which introduce external impulsion to simulate defects. Hence,
a more realistic dynamic ball bearing defect simulation is obtained for better use in design and mainte-
nance domain. This simulation can be formulated by two methods. The first, partial contact method, is
based on elimination of some ball stiffness. The second one imposes displacement in the system response.
Obtained results give response forms similar to standards and to different author’s results (theoretical and
experimental) found in the literature. The developed model is simple, compact as compared to existing
ones and we can express our satisfaction about this promising model.

Key words: Modelling / ball bearings / dynamic stiffness / defects / partial contact / imposed
displacement / balls scrolling / design / maintenance

Résumé – Modèle simple et compact des défauts et de la rigidité dynamique non-linéaire
d’un roulement à billes. Cet article présente une étude portant sur la modélisation du comportement
dynamique d’un roulement à billes présentant des défauts. Il constitue une partie d’un ensemble de travaux
de modélisation touchant différents organes de machines tournantes. La contribution dans ce travail consiste
en la proposition d’un modèle à cinq degrés de liberté décrivant le comportement dynamique non-linéaire
des roulements à billes. On aboutit à un formalisme de la raideur qui permet d’introduire les défauts
caractéristiques des roulements sous formes paramétriques. Cette approche est issue des caractéristiques
intrinsèques de la structure, ce qui la rend différente des méthodes qui simulent l’effet de présence du
défaut par un signal d’impulsion. Ce formalisme, en améliorant et en rendant la simulation des défauts
plus réaliste, peut être d’une plus grande utilité, dans les domaines de conception et de maintenance des
machines tournantes. La simulation des défauts est basée sur deux méthodes. La première consiste à enlever
une partie de la raideur globale tout en assurant le contact des billes avec les bagues, c’est la méthode à
contact partiel. La deuxième consiste à introduire un déplacement équivalent à la taille du défaut dans
la réponse du système, c’est la méthode du déplacement imposé. Les résultats obtenus ont donné des
réponses de forme similaire aux standards et aux résultats théoriques et expérimentaux trouvés dans la
littérature. Le modèle développé est assez simple et compact comparativement aux modèles existants. On
peut, alors exprimer notre satisfaction de ce modèle prometteur dont les aptitudes à introduire plusieurs
types d’anomalies ont été avérées.
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Nomenclature

α: angle,
β: contact angle of ball with ring,
δi: deflection/deformation,
δT: total deformation,
φ : load angular position,
γ: train (cage) angular rotation,
ε: radius of curve of ball’s housing,
ψ: angle, inner ring tilt angle/y
ϕ: angle/x, ball’s position/x
ϕn: gap angle between two balls,
ν: Poisson’s ratio,
θ: inner ring tilt angle/z,
ω: shaft angular or spin speed,
ωca: cage rotational speed,
a: half contact width,
b: width,
c: damping coefficient,
db: ball diameter
dext: outer ring diameter in ball housing,
dint: inner ring diameter in ball housing,
di: displacement/R, X, y and Z,
dlog: ball housing diameter,
dp: bearing pitch diameter,
h: gap between rings,
hr: local deformation depth,
LC: contact width of the (ball/ring),
n: ball number,
m: loaded balls number, mass,
p: ball bearing perimeter,
q0: maximum distributed loading,
q(p): distributed loading along perimeter p,
q(r): distributed loading along r,
q(z): distributed loading along z,
rm: bearing pitch radius,
Ar: elementary area according to the axis r,
Ei: Young’s modulus for (ball, ring),
Fi: force/r, t, x, y & z,
Fm: maximum force,
Fr: radial force,
Krr: radial stiffness,
M : mass, moment,
NR, NT, NB: shaft, cage & ball speed
R, Rb: ball radius,
Ra: shaft radius,
R1e: external inner ring radius,
R2̀ı: internal outer ring radius,
Rlog: ball’s housing radius,
T: cycle,
W : load rotating vector.

1 Introduction

The mechanical behaviour modelling of this device
part is mainly based on the stiffness calculation which
is obtained by the local [1, 2] and global [3] ball bearing
deformations under various loadings.

The ball bearing took importance since Palmgren [4]
work, Harris [5] and Eschmann [6]. Their purpose was to
describe the vibration transfer towards the structure. In

fact, the ball bearings introduce several sources of non-
linearities associated with the mechanical gaps and the
Hertzian contacts between the rolling balls and balls race-
ways.

It is accurate to note that the suggested model is
based on a stiffness matrix terms linearization around
an equilibrium position corresponding to the static ball
bearing loading. A simplified method consists to intro-
duce radial stiffness springs which are often isotropic; it
is a concentrated parameters model.

But this approach does not consider the coupling be-
tween bending and tension-compression. Kraus [7] mea-
sures the axial and radial stiffness with harmonic forces
and Drago [8] tried to introduce angular stiffness accord-
ing to shaft bending planes. Rajab [9] introduced the cou-
pling and Young [10] has included the axial load effect.
This trend was validated by Lim [11] and De Mull [12].
This last author improved Lim’s model. These models re-
veal the gyroscopic moment, knowing that before Fukata
and Coll. [13] suggest a consisting model which includes
balls inertia. After that, works have oriented to take into
account the geometrical defects, but models stay linear
Yhlan [14]. Choi [15] and Bourdon [16] adapted the ball
bearing model to the finite-element formalism by intro-
ducing the ball elements and considering the ring defor-
mation.

The defects modelling was introduced by authors like
McFadden (1984, 1985) [17] and Briant [18]. They pre-
sented the anomalies as an impulsion force form.

Our contribution is to propose an analytical model of
five-degrees of freedom describing the nonlinear dynamic
behaviour of the bearings by considering load level on
balls, cage motion (ball scrolling) and load rotating vec-
tor. This model uses:

1. Palmgren’s technique of deformation calculus [4];
2. Rajab’s technique of stiffness matrix elements calcu-

lus [9];
3. load model; and
4. dynamic model.

The obtained model will lead to a formulation which in-
troduces the ball bearing defects characteristics under
parametric forms. Defect simulation is obtained by han-
dling stiffness formula. It can be formulated in two meth-
ods. The first, partial contact method is based on elimina-
tion of some ball stiffness while ensuring contact between
others balls and rings. The second one is to impose an
equivalent displacement of the defect size, to the system
response.

2 Theoretical model

Different rolling bearings technologies are used in ro-
tating machines depending on the application. Due to
their complexity and their diversity, this study focuses
only on deep-groove ball bearing.

The theoretical development aims to calculate ball
bearing stiffness; which requires knowledge of contact
scheme, elasticity laws and an adequate loading model.
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Fm   : maximal force, 
Fr  : radial force, 
Mb  : bending moment, 
θ  : angular deformation, 
δr  : radial deformation, 
rm   : pitch radius. 

Fig. 1. Diagram of maximum force applied to the ball bearing.
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Fig. 2. (a) Deformation according to Hertz law [19, 20]. (b)
Calculation of axial and radial deformation by Palmgren’s
technique.

The concepts and details concerning the geometrical
characteristics, physics and kinematics could be found
in [2, 5, 21, 22].

2.1 Stiffness calculation

The stiffness evaluation is based on the Rajab’s
model [9] (Fig. 1). Thus, deformation and the correspond-
ing loads are calculated, in order to deduce the stiffness
into quasi-static mode.

Deformations due to the ball contact with the higher
and lower raceways (Fig. 2) are calculated according to
Hertz law [19,20] and using Palmgren’s model [23].
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Fig. 3. (a) Total bearing radial deformation model diagram
δr. (b) Angular deflection model δθ. (c) Axial deformation
model δx.

Rajab’s Model

Rajab [9] introduces the coupling between radial dis-
placement and rotation according to the bending plane.
The stiffness is calculated by resolving the nonlinear equa-
tion of the system under static equilibrium. The inner
ring is loaded by a radial force (Fr) and a bending mo-
ment (Mb), whereas the external ring is fixed. Obtained
rigidity is a matrix of order two and is given as follows:

Krr=Fr/δrKrθ=Fr/θ and Kθr=Mb/δr Kθθ=Mb/θ

Rajab’s procedure was validated by Young [10]
experiments.
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Fig. 4. (a) Load distribution model on balls before contact
(q(z)) and after contact (q(r)). (b) Torque distribution model
on inner ring. (c) Axial load distribution model.

Palmgren’s model

Based on Hertz law (Fig. 2a) Palmgren [23] established
analytical-behaviour models of ball bearings loaded in ax-
ial and/or radial direction from a “force-displacement”
point of view. The Palmgren’s technique estimates radial
and axial deformations as presented in Figure 2b [24].

The principal bearing deformations and loading
modes considered are sequentially illustrated in Figures 3
and 4; some of them require the development of a model.

Due to the important time-volume of the analytical
stiffness calculations; only the radial stiffness was consid-
ered in this study.

The stiffness calculation is based on the following
steps:

– calculate Palmgren’s local-deformation using his
model [23];
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Fig. 5. Rotating coordinate system at equilibrium position.

– determine the loads which generated these deforma-
tions; and

– calculate the stiffness using Rajab’s technique [9].

The stiffness matrix calculation is obtained by combina-
tion of the loads and deformations [9] according to the
loading condition considered in Figure 5. It is given in po-
lar coordinate system (r, x, z, θ, ψ) which turns around
axis x as well as in a in fixed Cartesian coordinate system
(x, Y , Z, Ψ , Θ) as shown in Figures 5 and 6. Switching
from polar to Cartesian coordinate system, an angular
transformation is needed by introducing a rotational an-
gle (φ) around x axis. The stiffness could be written as
follows:

[k5x5] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
Krr Krx Krz Krψ Krθ

Kxx Kxz Kxψ Kxθ

Kzz Kzψ Kzθ

sym Kψψ Kθθ

Kθθ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦&

“Rotating Polar coordinate system”

[k∗5x5] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
KY Y KY x KY Z KY Ψ KY Θ

Kxx KxZ KxΨ KxΘ

KZZ KZΨ KzΘ

sym KΨΨ KΨΘ

KΘΘ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

“Fixed Cartesian coordinate”

The transformation formula is [k∗] = [T ][K][T t], where
[T ] is expressed as follows:

[T ] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
− sinφ 0 cosφ 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
cosφ 0 sinφ 0 0
0 0 0 − sinφ cosφ
0 0 0 cosφ sinφ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

2.2 Simple machine modelling

The adopted model for ball bearing is illustrated in
Figure 6. It is mainly modelled by springs in (x, Y , Z, θ,
ψ) axes.
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Fig. 6. Ball bearing modelling with principal springs.

Table 1. Palmgren’s formula.

Bearings types

Loads on rolling elements Q = 5Fr
in cos β

balls δr = 0.0020Q
2
3 d

− 1
3

b

rollers δr = 0.0006
cos β

l−0.8
a Q0.9

A number of hypotheses have been made and are listed
below:

– The following data were not considered:
– interactions due to the balls train (cage) and
– rings elastic deformation,

– Bearing contact angle β = 0,
– The bearing clearance was considered,
– The stiffness calculation was done in the polar coordi-

nate system which is attached to the rotating loading
vector,

– The initial rotating loading vector was set at the po-
sition of φ = π

2 ,
– Balls’ mass inertia was taken into account.

The stiffness calculation is done as follows:

– Results presented in Table 1 are based on Palmgren’s
work [23, 25].

with: δr: radial displacement [mm], Fr: radial load [daN],
db: element diameter [mm], la: roller’s length [mm], n: ele-
ment’s number, i: element’s row number and Q: maximal
load applied on element [daN].

– Force unit is converted to Newton and displacement
one to meter, deformation becomes:

δr =

[
10−4 0.0020

(cosβ)
2
3

(
5
10

) 2
3
]
F

2
3
r d

− 1
3

b (in)−
2
3

with β = 0. (1)

– This gives the following form:

F = Kδ3/2 (2)

where K is a stiffness factor.
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Fig. 7. (a) Force distribution on loaded balls before contact.
(b) Ball’s radial loading model.

– Distributed loading slice [−R, +R] in Figure 7a en-
closes loaded balls, before contact, is expressed by:

q(z) = q0

√
R2 − z2

R

– Variable change of z is R cosϕ allow getting dis-
tributed loading slice [ϕi, ϕi+1] encloses one ball
Figure 7b, as:

q(ϕ) = q0
√

1 − cos2(ϕ) = q0 sinϕ (3)
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Fig. 8. Balls scrolling with cage rotation (a & c) two balls in
the loading line, (b) one ball in the loading line.

– The total loading Fi applied to ith ball is:

Fi = Lc

zi+1∫
zi

q(z)dz = LcRq0

ϕi+1∫
ϕi

− sin2 ϕdϕ (4)

– After the resolution of Equation (4) for ϕi+1 = ϕi +
(ϕn = 2π/n) = ϕi+2π/n and q0 = 2F

RLcπ
, Fi becomes:

Fi =
F

2π
[sin 2(ϕi + π/n) − sin 2(ϕi − π/n) − 4π/n]

(5)
– The radial force is defined by:

Fri = |Fi| sinϕi (6)

– The law which links loads to deformations [23] is ex-
pressed as follows:

K(b)
rr =

dFr
dδr

(7)

Total stiffness calculation introduces effects of balls
scrolling, load level applied on each ball and load rotating
vector. The stiffness becomes dynamic and nonlinear.

2.3 Dynamic stiffness

2.3.1 Balls scrolling and load level

Figure 8 shows the main positioning state of the balls
for one rotational cycle and Figure 9 illustrates the level
of load applied on each ball. Darker shades imply higher
load. Cage rotation with balls (balls scrolling) causes
change of balls distribution; two cases appear: case of one
ball and case of two balls in the loading line.

Based on the loading level applied to the balls, only
half of balls are taken into account (green area in Fig. 4a).

Suggested formula with previous factors may take the
following form:

Krr(γ) =
m∑
i=1

/K(bi)
rr cos(γi − φ)/ (8)

Most loaded ball (3) 

(1)

(7)

(2)

(6)

(5)

(3)
(4)

(8)

Loaded (1, 2, 3 and 4) 

Unloaded
(6, 7 and 8)

Partially loaded  
(1 and 5) 

Fig. 9. Level of load applied on balls by sectors.

with: γi is the (i)th ball angular position (Fig. 8), γi =
γi−1 + ϕn where ϕn = 2π/n, K(bi)

rr : ball stiffness is con-
sidered where γi is in the first half of bearing and not
considered in the other half, γ = ωcat + γ0 where γ0:
initial position each ball, φ = ωt + φ0 where φ0: initial
position of rotating loading vector and m: the loaded ball
number (m ≈ n

2 ).
Formula (8) choice can be justified by the following

arguments: firstly, the radial forces expressed in formulas
(5, 6) use sinus function in range [0, π] covering a half of
balls (see Figs. 4a, 7a, 15), secondly, the radial distance
between shifted ring and fixed one is expressed also with
sinus function, finally, the loading line could be considered
as reference of most loaded ball.

Several authors use a similar form as Estocq [24] to
express the balls deformation according to the angular
position.

2.4 Dynamic model

Theoretical dynamic calculation of the ball bearing,
under normal running conditions, uses two models. The
first model is a one degree of freedom (1 DOF), Figures 10
and 11, used to simulate major case studies. The second
one is two degrees of freedom (2 DOF), Figures 12 and 13,
used to introduce shaft effect.

The differential equation of motion has the following
shape:

[M ]
{
Ẍ

}
+ [C]

{
Ẋ

}
+ [K(t)] {X} = {f(t)} (9)

The stiffness K(t) can be expressed by:

K(t) = Kmax g(t) +Kmin (10)

where: g(t) is the nonlinear function of the K variation
over time. C is the ball damping factor.

Indeed, the rigidity variation is characterised by two
states as shown in Figure 8. That makes a curvilinear stiff-
ness variation between a maximum and minimum value.

When the dynamic model and the total stiffness are
obtained, the nonlinear differential equation (9) reso-
lution can be done by several methods. The Wilson-
Teta [26] and Newmark [27, 28] step by step method are
chosen. With these methods, the time step ΔT is calcu-
lated by subdividing time cycle between two successive
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W = ½ M . g 
Fig. 10. Bearing dynamic model of one DOF.

with:
C1 : bearing damping, 
C2 : shaft damping, 
M : total mass,  
M1 : balls mass, 
M2 : disk & shaft mass, 
N : Rotational speed  rpm. 
K1 (t) : bearing dynamic 
stiffness
K2 : shaft stiffness. 
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Fig. 11. Bearing calculation dynamic model of one DOF.
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Fig. 12. Symmetric bearing dynamic model of two DOF.
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Fig. 13. Symmetric bearing calculation dynamic model of two
DOF.

balls positions corresponding to angle range [ϕi , ϕi+1]
by 100 or more steps as seen in Figures 7b and 16b.

2.5 Defects modelling

The ball bearing defect modelling [29–31] is obtained
by introducing some special parameters into Equation (8).
For example, some defect cases are presented in Figure 14
as cavity, bump (a small metal extrusion, impurity or scal-
ing), or a harder zone on the ring race.

Most of these defects can be modelled by introduc-
ing some parameters. For example to simulate cavity, the
rigidity of the ball rolling over this cavity is suppressed in
the formula (8). To simulate the harder zone, stiffness of
the ball rolling over that zone is increased by additional
rigidity. This operation is done over time δτ correspond-
ing to time defect duration as shown in Figure 14.

The parametric formula becomes as follows:

K(D)
rr (γ) =

m∑
i=1

[
δ1(τ)[K(b)

rr + δ2(τ)Kd(τ)]/ cos(γi − φ)/
]

(11)
where: Kd (τ) is the additional stiffness resulting from
harder zone, δ1 (τ) and δ2 (τ) are respectively partial
contact rupture parameter or switch (0, +1) and addi-
tional stiffness switch (0, +1). The two parameters are
activated when the alignment of the defect with the balls
will occur, τ is the defect duration event according to the
bearing kinematics and shock time span δτ .

Partial contact technique

This technique considers that when the ball crosses
the defect, it has no contact with rings of this ball. That
is a rupture of contact. Partial means that the other balls
stay in contact with ring.

Imposed displacement technique

Example illustrated in Figure 14c shows that it is not
all the defects which are modelled from the stiffness for-
mula, other methods exists; for example by introducing
an imposed displacement into the motion equation reso-
lution at each occurrence of ball rolling over a defect. The
following illustrates the imposed displacement case.

Xi = Xi + ri (12)

with: ri simulating the imposed shaft displacement at the
bearing, it depends on the defect size and position which
is influenced by the load level as shown in Figure 9. The
corresponding expression is:

ri = |r0 cos(ϕd − φ)| (13)

where: r0 is the bump size and ϕd its position.
In addition, Equation (11) can be enriched and im-

proved by introducing corrector parameters on the geo-
metrical, mechanical and/or kinematics variables in basic
formulas.
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Fig. 14. Characteristic ball bearing defects simulation examples. (a) the ball rolls on a cavity inducing a partial contact rupture
followed by a shock [1], (b) the ball rolls on harder zone, causes for example by an overheating, the stiffness becomes harder,
(c) the ball rolls on a bump causing an imposed displacement (ri), (d) the roll of a ball having defect of cavity.

2.6 Bifurcation and lubrication

The problem of stability is investigated according to
Pasynkova work [32]. To have a similar approach, the me-
chanical system was extended, in order to consider two de-
grees of freedom (vertical and horizontal displacements).
Rotation occurs at constant spin. Viscous external (ball)
and internal (oil-film) damping are considered.

To take into account lateral displacements, stiffness
Kzz and Kzr issued from formula (8) are introduced. Kzz

is obtained from both left and right sides of balls (green
area in Fig. 4a)

1
kzz(γ)

=
1

o∑
i=1

K
(bi)
rr |sin(γi − φ)|

+
1

m∑
i=o+1

K
(bi)
rr |sin(γi − φ)|

(14)

with : o number of balls in right part, o ≈ (m/2)
Kzr is defined by considering lateral displacement due

to radial force Fr. Kzr is calculated as follows:

1
kzr(γ)

=
1

o∑
i=1

K
(bi)
rr |cos(γi − φ) sin(γi − φ)|

+
1

m∑
i=o+1

K
(bi)
rr |cos(γi − φ) sin(γi − φ)|

(15)

The damping force Fi due to the oil-film [32] has two
quantities; one term is proportional to velocity and the
second to displacement. This last term is the source of
instability. The force is expressed [32] as follows:

Fi = −Ci(Ṡ − iωS) (16)

where: Ci is the oil film damping, S = r + iz complex
variable, {r, z} coordinates and ω: spin speed of rotor.

To introduce this force into equation (9), formula (16)
must be converted into vectorial form and formula (9)
adapted for a system of two degrees of freedom described

0 40 80 120 160 200

0.00
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0.50

Fa
ct
eu

r

ϕi (°) 

F
Fi

Fig. 15. Variation of the Fi force applied to ith ball.

into (o, r, z, x) reference. After reducing, formula (9)
becomes:[

m 0
0 m

]{
r̈
z̈

}
+

[
C′ 0
0 C′

] {
ṙ
ż

}
+

[
krr krz
kzr kzz

] {
r
z

}
={

fr
fz

}
− ω

[
Ci 0
0 −Ci

]{
z
r

}
(17)

with : C′ = (C + Ci).

3 Results

A series of tests on the developed model was done.
Firstly the static radial stiffness is calculated, under vari-
able loads on bearing type FLT ISKRA 6203Z and then
the dynamic stiffness is calculated according to the balls
positions and the load level according to the load vector
direction Figure 1.

3.1 Preliminary results

Static stiffness of one ball is calculated according
to Palmgren’s formula and load distribution as seen in
Figure 9. The load on each ball is calculated from for-
mula 5 and the resulted load distribution is illustrated in
Figure 15.
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Fig. 16. (a) Dynamic bearing stiffness K(t) for one cycle of γ [0, ϕn]. (b) Bearing rotation corresponding to one cycle of stiffness
calculation.

The graph of Figure 15 represents the loading applied
to a ball upon its position in the bearing and the vector
load direction fixed at 90◦. Noting that graph 14b shows
that the ball in loading axis is the most loaded. The ball
stiffness is calculated with consideration of the

∣∣Fi
F

∣∣ ratio,
where F = W .

Figure 16a represents the graph of the stiffness time
variation. To obtain K(t), it is sufficient to compute the
stiffness according to formulas (7, 8) by respecting the
kinematics laws.

Dynamic stiffness curve, as shown in Figure 16a, indi-
cates the nonlinear form. That is caused, principally, by
the balls scrolling during rotation. Indeed, for one cycle
Figure 16b, the balls change positions as seen in Figure 8
which generates a parabolic stiffness curve shape.

In order to highlight the principle appearance of de-
fects and compare to known results [33–36] considered
in this work as standards, some experiments are realized
using the dynamic model of one degree of freedom. Test
conditions are fulfilled at a speed of 600 rpm, a loading
mass of 40 kg and damping ratio of 0.06.

Figure 17 represents the bearing temporal responses
without defects, showing deformation. The method used
is based on the dynamic stiffness calculation of Figure 16a
followed by the resolution of the nonlinear equation of
motion (9) at equilibrium position as shown in Figure 5.

It is seen that curve shape has three waveforms, which
corresponds to three characteristic phases of the position-
ing modes (Fig. 8).

The following figures illustrate several examples effects
of characteristic defects application on the bearing.
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Fig. 17. Dynamic deformation without defects.

For a bearing of a size defect of 1% ϕn, length is:

Lext =
(

2π
n
Rext

)
1

100
= 0.16 mm

=> Defect Length on outer race

Lint =
(

2π
n
Rint

)
1

100
= 0.14 mm

=> Defect Length on inner race.

Figures 18 and 19 illustrate the emergence of effect of
one cavity defect in velocity response for each occurrence
of ball rolling over defect. The first one on outer raceway
is characterised by a periodical pulse and the second on
inner raceway is characterised by a signal modulation. In
this case, assuming δ1 = 0 (& δ2 = 0) at each occurrence
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Fig. 19. Defect on the inner raceway.

with a period (t = τ). The time duration of defected area
crossing is (δτ).

One can notice that the pulses are modulated as shown
in Figure 19. The modulation is associated to the rela-
tive speed of the inner ring as referred to cage rotation
(balls scrolling). It is due to position variation of defect
area from sector (3) of most loaded ball section Figure 9.
Whereas, in Figure 18, the defect has a fixed position,
the signal presents identical and successive pulses. The
period between pulses is equal to the time of two suc-
cessive balls crossing the defect. The amplitude having a
constant value is relative to the position of defect as com-
pared to most loaded balls. Moreover, the pulse number
for one revolution is more important in Figure 19 than
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Fig. 20. Defect on the ball.

in Figure 18. This variation is caused by the difference
between cage and inner ring rotation speed.

Simulation of one cavity defect on a ball is illustrated
in Figure 20.

Figure 20 shows pulses modulation. It is related to
the relative rotation speed of the ball as referred to cage
rotation. In ordinates, it is due to position variation of
defect area from most loaded ball section and successive
contact with inner and outer rings respectively.

The comparison of the curves response of the differ-
ent defects simulation as showed previously to some ref-
erences as [33–36] gives good similarities.

3.2 Spectral illustration

The bearing characteristic frequencies related to the
various defects on the bearing components could be writ-
ten as follows [37]:

BPFO =
n

2
fr

(
1 − db

dp
cosβ

)

BPFI =
n

2
fr

(
1 +

db
dp

cosβ
)

BSF =
1
2
dp
db
fr

[(
1 −

(
db
dp

cosβ
)2

]

FTF =
1
2
fr

(
1 − db

dp
cosβ

)

With: fr: FO ou RPM : rotating frequency = revolutions
per minute, db: ball diameter, dp : bearing pitch diameter.

The following figures illustrate the spectrum of the ve-
locity issued from Figure 18. The graphs are represented
according to the ratio of the frequencies (f) to the rota-
tional speed frequency (fo).

Figures 21a and 21b illustrate the spectral distribution
of outer raceway defect. This result has good similarities
with Barkov results [38, 39].
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Fig. 21. (a) Velocity spectrum for a cavity defect on the outer
raceway. (b) Velocity spectrum for a bump defect on the outer
raceway.

Figure 21b (bump case) gives a better representation
of the peaks compared to Figure 21a (cavity case), know-
ing that the bump case is modelled using the imposed
displacement technique and cavity defect is modelled by
the partial contact technique. The first technique intro-
duces directly the displacement pulse while the second one
generates the pulse after resolving the motion’s equation
under rigidity change effect, the pulse is then influenced
by the position of defect and load level. Hence, the pulse
is less consistent than in the first case, signal pulse being
more quantifiable in the first technique by Fast Fourier

Velocity spectrum for a bump defect on the inner raceway 
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Fig. 22. Spectral response of a inner raceway defect.

Fig. 23. Orbit under oil-film damping effect from 2 to 37 rev-
olutions.

Transform (FFT) and gives then a better spectral repre-
sentation.

Figure 22 represents the spectrum response of a bear-
ing having a one cavity defect on the inner raceway. The
spectral distribution is in conformity with Barkov re-
sults [38, 39] in this figure rolling element bearing with
deep cavity on inner race friction surface.

3.3 Bifurcation and lubrication results

In this part, interest is focused on studying oil-film
and spin speed effects on the dynamic behaviours of the
ball bearing. The orbital evolution, phase trajectory and
Poincaré section seem to be the best ways to use.

For the same type of ball bearing FLT ISKRA 6203Z
and under the same conditions; speed is 1000 rpm. and
initial conditions : r(t = 0) = r0 and z(t = 0) = 0, a
number of tests are done.
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Fig. 24. Phase trajectory from 2 to 37 revolutions under oil-film damping variation effect.

3.3.1 Oil-film damping effect

To study the oil-film damping (Ci) effect, a ratio of
this one to the ball bearing one (C) is introduced, this
ratio (Ci/C) changes from zero to 5 with a variable step
of 0.1.

Results of orbital evolution and phase trajectories
of radial displacement are presented after the transitory
phase, when permanent regime is reached, as in the fol-
lowing figures.

In Figure 23 when (Ci/C) reaches the value 2.8, the
orbit shape changes the form; the initial loop have one or
more connexions points changed after to a semi-elliptic
loop. Figure 24 of phase trajectories shows that after this
value, internals loops disappear and there is a shifting
of connexions over zero axes. This value of orbit modifi-
cation can’t be considered as bifurcation; because in all
situations the orbit is stabilized on a limit cycle except
that the form changes significantly. On the other hand,
no instable situation was found.

Consequently, the bifurcation point is out of selected
range of the oil-film damping ratio even the possible
widest range was chosen.

3.3.2 Spin speed variation effect

The study of the spin speed consists to change speed
from 50 to 5000 rpm. with a variable step of 100 to 500.

Results of orbital evolution and phase trajectories
of radial displacement are presented after the transitory
phase, when permanent regime is reached, as in the fol-
lowing figures.

Figure 25 does not show a notable variation of orbit
evolution, the loops stabilize on a limit cycle, except a
significantly change from a flat form to a semi-elliptic one
is seen. This change is confirmed in Figure 26 of phase
trajectories by the disappearance of the internals loops
and the shifting of connexions over zero axes when the
speed exceeds 1000 rpm. The same result is obtained for
bifurcation as previously.

Fig. 25. Orbital under spin speed variation effect.

Figure 27 illustrates the effect of revolutions number
on the orbit evolution for the case (Ci/C) equal to 3 and
spin speed equal to 1000 rpm.

Figure 27 shows that the orbit is stabilized on a limit
cycle (colored blue) after transitory phase of approxi-
mately one revolution (colored red), the equilibrium point
migrates, during this phase, from the static equilibrium
position to the dynamic one (represented by the orbit
center). In fact, the system reaches the permanent regime,
p > pb; where pb is the bifurcation point. Poincaré section
confirms this observation.

3.3.3 Comparison to a model of five degrees of freedom
(5 DOF)

To compare the results to those of A. Liew [40], single
bearing model of Liew (5 DOF) is chosen. The model’s
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Fig. 26. Phase trajectory from 2 to 37 revolutions under spin speed variation effect.

Poincaré’s section

Static equilibrium point 

Fig. 27. Migration of equilibrium point and “Poincaré’s section”.

proprieties and conditions are: a ball bearing of type
NSK/RHP with angular contact 7908CTDULP4, the ro-
tor is supposed to be a simple masse of 2 kg, the selected
speeds are 10 000 rpm and 18000 rpm and the angular
contact is 15◦. The lubrication is not considered.

To make a better comparison, it is necessary to use
the same approach: redo the study of effect of introducing
rotational inertial forces of balls masse. The inertial forces
according to Liew’s [40] are illustrated as follow:

Where Fe and Fi are the contact forces on outer and
inner race, and mb the ball mass.

Results of orbital evolution and phase trajectories
of radial displacement are presented after the transitory
phase and permanent regime are set, as in the following
figures.

Figure 29 shows four results. (a) The orbit resultant
of our model without inertia effect, it has relatively a

Fe

Fi

2

2
pcab dm ω

Fig. 28. Rolling element free body diagram [40].

very small size confounded to a point (red plus). (b) The
orbit resultant of our model with inertia forces effect is
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Fig. 29. Orbital evolution under inertial forces change.
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Fig. 30. Comparison of envelope results for an outer raceway 0.007 inch size fault, (a) 2 DOF model Figure 13, (b) experimental
Adams model [17], (c) zoom on the pulse of our model (with a smaller step ΔT than in (a,b)).

illustrated with elliptic curves. (c) Liew’s orbit without
inertia and (d) the Liew’s orbit with inertia.

Curves indicate that inertia force has an important
effect on the ball bearing dynamic behaviours. But differ-
ences exist between the two models; like:

– orbital centers on (r) axis are different for a speed less
than 1100 rpm;

– orbital shapes are different.

The principal reason of this dissimilarity is that Liew’s
model considers a preloaded balls, whereas, our model
consider only one half of balls loaded; this causes an
anisotropic effect as shown in Figure 29b.

3.4 Time vibration response envelope illustration
for defect simulation

The Adams induction motor [17] is modelled by a spe-
cial shaft supported on two rolling bearings. This model
is similar to that of 2 DOF (Fig. 13).

Figure 30 illustrates the Adams experimental re-
sults [17] on a bearing SKF 6205 (with 9 balls) with a
shaft diameter of 25 mm (0.9843 inch), a rotational speed
of 1797 rpm, a total mass of 4.1 kg, a shaft length of
0.2032 m and a viscous damping of 0.4 between balls and
raceway (damping ratio 0.001), rotor damping ratio of
0.035 and housing damping ratio of 0.027.

It proves that envelopes comparison gives acceptable
correspondence between our model results and those of
experimental and numerical Adams model; in fact, good
similarity is found, in time and amplitudes which are close
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Fig. 31. Comparison envelope results of three models for an inner raceway 0.007 inch size fault (a) our model with 2 DOF, (b)
experimental Adams model and (c) numerical Adams model [17].

to each other. Our model has two successive pulses due
to the cavity crossing (from start to end), Figure 30c. On
the other hand, the frequency rating 1×BPFO (106 Hz)
is similar to that found by Adams [17].

Figure 31 represents a comparison of envelope results
of three models corresponding to inner raceway fault.
The results of our model (a) are represented with blue
color. The experimental (b) and numerical (c) results
of Adams [17] are represented respectively with red and
green color.

An acceptable correspondence is found between en-
velopes but there is a slight shift (see Fig. 31). This shift-
ing could be explained by the difference of defect posi-
tions on raceway between models. In our model, defect is
located at 87◦. On the other hand, our results are more
similar to numerical results then Adams’ experimental
ones. The frequency rating 1 × BPFI (162 Hz) is similar
to that found by Adams [17].

The period of Adams’ waveform is greater then our
model’s; among the reasons is Adams [17] consideration
of the housing damping.

The 2 DOF model presents a modulation which is
due to the variation of defect position from loading line,
whereas this modulation is slightly perceptible in the
Adams results. This is due, firstly, to the consideration
of only one half of the balls is loaded, secondly, to the
effect of experimental and numerical considerations that
Adams adopted, and finally, to the simplifications taken
in our model.

In conclusion, the envelope comparison gives similar-
ities, judged acceptable, for simulation applications. The
method of defect simulation is rather alike Adams’ one;
Indeed, Adams method simulates the defect (Fault) by
adjusting the inner and/or outer raceway diameter for
each element (ball) rolling on fault. However, the Adams
model presents a heavy formulation and it doesn’t simu-
late the defect on ball element.

The numerical model of Kiral [41, 42] including a
rolling bearing and its housing structure is submitted to
the effect of a rotating loading vector. The studied bearing

is 6205 model with single row deep groove ball bearing
and has an external diameter of 52 mm, internal diam-
eter of 25 mm, a ball diameter of 8 mm, contact angle
β = 0◦, 9 balls, a damping ratio of 0.005 and a total mass
of 1.8213 kg. The system presents a rotating loading vec-
tor with the rotational speed of 1000 rpm [41,42].

To allow for a good comparison, three significant
modifications have been introduced to our initial model
(Figs. 5 and 7): the load vector becomes rotating, the lat-
eral rigidities are introduced and the model of loading will
extend to more than half of the balls (Fig. 32).

The transformation [T ][k][T t] is used to calculate Kzz

and Kyy, where [Krr] is a polar matrix of one element , to
illustrate one defect only, the obtained stiffness Kzz and
Kyy are:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Kyy(t) = Kr(t) sin2(ωt+ ϕ0)

Kzz(t) = Kr(t) cos2(ωt+ ϕ0)

with ω the rotational speed and ϕ0 initial

vector load position.

The points P1 and P3 will have the same stiffness kzz and
P2 will have Kyy stiffness.

Figure 33 illustrates the results comparison of the de-
fect on a ball and assuming that the ball rolls only around
one axis. Measurement is made at the P2. The numerical
results of Kiral [41,42] are represented in red color, results
of our model is represented in blue color.

The comparison of the two envelopes curves according
to the amplitudes and time shows an acceptable trend.
A slight shift exists between the two curves; because of
different choices of defect position on ball. Whereas, the
two curves present a comparable modulation, this is due
to the variation of defect position from h loading line and
ball cage rotation.

In conclusion, the two models comparison shows a sim-
ilarity, knowing that our results issued from only one de-
gree of freedom model with a nonlinear dynamic stiffness
compared to the Finite Element Model of Kiral. Those
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Fig. 33. Envelopes Comparison for a defect on the ball.

considerations and others can probably explain some lit-
tle differences between Kiral’s and our results. For exam-
ple, the housing structural damping effect was not con-
sidered in our model. The defect simulation technique is
satisfactory according to Kiral’s results [41, 42] and to
bearings kinematics laws. On the other hand, the method
simulating the defect by imposed displacement technique
with an equivalent defect size gives results close to those
obtained by Kiral [42], knowing that Kiral introduces a
special pulse, to simulate defect, dependent on several pa-
rameters like the radial force, the defect size, etc. In ad-
dition, this special pulse does not come from the intrinsic
structural behaviours.

On the other hand, it proves in this case, that the
type of the number of balls (even or odd) is important.
Results show that during the cage rotation, there are two
alternate cycle states: the case for an even number and
the case for odd one of loaded balls. This situation causes
the change of the stiffness amplitude, consequentially, the
dynamic response is perturbed.

Abdullah Morhain’s [43] model is a bearing with the
following properties: external diameter 84 mm, internal

diameter 40 mm, ball diameter 12 mm, β = 0◦ and 10 el-
ements, the bearing is under a load of 4.47 kN and the
shaft turns at a rotational speed of 1000 rpm to 2000 rpm.
These properties are exploited by our model of a one de-
gree of freedom.

The objective of comparison is to show importance
advantage of the partial contact technique used in our
model; remembering that our method creates two pulses
ratings with the defect crossing (from beginning to end)
Figure 30c; the period between the two pulses highlights
the defect size. For an adequate damping and one defect
on outer raceway with different widths 0.85 mm, 2.95 mm,
7.12 mm, the following results are found.

The comparison between the two models shows that
ours can highlight a very small size of defects, whereas
Morhain’s one does not, probably because of noise.

Figure 34 illustrates the time of the defect crossing
according to the imperfection length on the outer race-
way. Our model can be useful as a tool to check the AE
technique sensitivity.

Chao [44] studied the case of multiple defects effect on
the outer raceway. In order to compare to our model, the
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Fig. 35. Diagram illustrating the positions of the two cavities
defects on the ball bearing outer raceway.

same type of bearing previously described is used. The
bearing turns at a speed of 1800 rpm with the presence
of two cavities defects, the first one at position 18◦ and
the second at 73◦ (Fig. 35).

Figure 36 relating to the pulses distribution due to
the defects, shows that the pulsations are influenced by
three fundamental parameters. The first one is the dis-
tance between defect and the most loaded balls (Figs. 4a
and 35) which defines the pulse amplitude. The second is
the relative position of the defect in the cage as referred
to the nearest ball coming, which defines the phase shift
(Δα) between the two defects pulses. The third factor is
the size of the defect, which we have not considered here.

Phase shift (Δα) can be calculated by the following
method:

α∗
i = αi − kiϕn, where ki is a whole number ki =

α1/ϕn, i = 1, 2 Δα = |α∗
1 − α∗

2| and ΔT = ωca(Δα).
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Fig. 36. Presence of two defects on the outer raceway.

In conclusion, these results show clearly the dephas-
ing nature between the two pulses compared to Chao’s
work [44] and identify the number of defects using the
propriety of amplitude variation.

4 Conclusion

The ball bearing study allows to obtain a mathe-
matical nonlinear behaviour model with five degrees of
freedom, this model permits calculating stiffness with a
simple formula and introducing various bearings charac-
teristic defect types.

The two methods of defect simulation, partial contact
and imposed displacement, may complement each other
and simulate major cases.

The procedure adopted to calculate the dynamic stiff-
ness while using Palmgren’s technique of deformation
calculus, Rajab’s technique of stiffness matrix elements
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calculus, our model of load and our dynamic model, these
allow obtaining a parametric formula with acceptable
characters of compactness and robustness.

A number of considerations are taken in our model:
only half of balls are loaded, the loading line pass through
one or between two balls, the rotating loading vector, the
rotation of cage (scrolling), the level load and fault’s simu-
lation is resulted from rigidity parameterisation, all these
are good arguments in order to consider our model.

The most important argument is the consideration
of the defect as originating from intrinsic structural be-
haviours.

It is observed that balls number type (odd ore even)
is important and interesting when only one part of balls
is loaded.

The introduction of bifurcation, lubrication and in-
ertia study gives more to our work. Results do not show
clearly the bifurcation point; because of non consideration
of the rotor behaviour, whereas lubrication and inertia ef-
fects have been satisfactorily illustrated.

Although our model is smaller and simpler when com-
pared to some models of five, more or less degrees of
freedom, found in literature, seems satisfied, it is noted
also that comparisons to some experiment results could
be considered as an experimental verification.
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